
FALL / WINTER 2016



ICE FIL®

LONGSLEEVE

Natural shades provide a subtle, classic canvas for effortless combinations.

GRIPTEK™ FULLSEAT CROSSOVER
FULLSEAT

SIT TIGHT N WARM 
POCKET FULLSEAT

FLOW RISE 
PERFORMANCE TIGHT

FLEECE PERFORMANCE 
TIGHT

FLIP TAIL 
FLEECE JACKET

SHEARLING 
BOMBER JACKET

FLOW RISE 
PERFORMANCE TIGHT

FLEX TIGHT II
FULLSEAT

Rich plums warm your winter wardrobe; luxuriant, regal shades brighten your ride.

POM POM
KNIT HAT

STABLE KNIT 
GLOVE

HORSE SENSE 
SOCK

POWERSTRETCH®

FULLSEAT

SIT TIGHT N WARM 
POCKET KNEEPATCH

FLEECE PERFORMANCE 
TIGHT

TOPLINE 
TEE

HORSE PLAY
QUILTED VEST

HORSE PLAY
QUILTED VEST

OUTSIDER 
BARN JACKET

PHYSICAL ADDRESS
154 E. Bingen Point, Suite C 
Bingen, WA 98605

PHONE
800.274.7946 or 
509.493.4187

EMAIL
orders@kerrits.com
FAX 509.493.3959

MAIL & PAYMENTS
PO Box 345
Bingen, WA 98605

HOW TO REACH US: CONNECT WITH US: kerrits.com

STRETCH PANEL 
RIDING JACKET POCKET 

ZIP NECK

HORSE SENSE 
BEANIE

HORSE SENSE 
HEADBAND

HORSE SENSE 
NECKWARMER

HORSE SENSE 
SOCK

HORSE SENSE 
HALF ZIP

Winter days at the barn are our inspiration for this 2016 collection. With this in mind, we designed a 
line to keep you covered with a strategic layering system made of versatile garments that can be enjoyed 

year-round, in combinations customized for riders in climates across the country. Mix and match 
color collections; and open up creative merchandising opportunities that enable you to sell each layer longer 

into the next season. When it comes to cold weather riding, we’ve got you covered.
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POWERSTRETCH™ 
FULLSEAT

Warm chestnuts, chocolates and café au lait; luscious, cozy colors to melt the chill.Inspiring as a clear winter sky, and as versatile as your favorite pair of jeans.

FLOW RISE 
PERFORMANCE TIGHT CARGO WINTER

KNEEPATCH

CROSS OVER
KNEEPATCH

THERMINATOR
WINTER RIDING PANT

TOPLINE 
TEE

HORSE SENSE 
HALF ZIP

POCKET 
ZIP NECK

“Heading out to grab my horses from the turnout, I bundle up with a beanie and tailor made 
trench coat. Tacking up, I swap the beanie for a headband with a helmet. In the saddle, the jacket 

comes off, and the vest keeps my core cozy.” -Debby

“Every time I pull on another layer, it’s a new look. And regardless of what I grab, it always 
coordinates. If only everything about riding was this easy.” -Beverly

KERRITS BAG

FLEX TIGHT
FULLSEAT

SIT TIGHT N WARM 
POCKET FULLSEAT

ICE FIL® 
TECH TIGHT 

TAILOR MADE 
TRENCH COAT

HORSE PLAY
QUILTED VEST

OUTSIDER BARN 
JACKET

HORSE SENSE 
SOCK

HORSE SENSE 
BEANIE

HORSE SENSE 
HEADBAND

HORSE SENSE 
NECKWARMER

HORSE SENSE 
SOCK

STRETCH PANEL
RIDING JACKET

ICE FIL®

LONGSLEEVE

HORSE PLAY
QUILTED VEST

FLIP TAIL 
FLEECE JACKET

STABLE KNIT 
GLOVE

FLEECE PERFORMANCE 
TIGHT

FLEECE PERFORMANCE 
TIGHT
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#40582  $69HORSE SENSE HALF ZIP

blackdusk denim bison

chestnutdenim blackpurple 

HORSEPLAY QUILTED VEST #40586  $89

A stunning print that livens up the layers and makes a stylish statement while keeping you warm. Dynamic 

outside–and within, featuring 4-way stretch microfiber that allows unrestricted movement.

Cozy to the core, this indispensible layer features notes that unite this season’s styles across the line: Kerrits 

exclusive Horse Sense pattern in contrast stitching and the chevrons that line the seats of our breeches.

#40581  $39TOPLINE TEE

duskcrystaltanwhite

With sporty stripes and a cascade of tiny horseshoes, and chevrons that zig through our collection, this super soft 

shirt is a perfect base layer, a 100% cotton anchor to our line, coordinating with all bottoms.

S M L XL

crystal

#40332  $59ICE FIL® LONGSLEEVE

black duskwhite

This ultralite wicking layer feels luxuriant next to your skin and quickly wicks away sweat to beat the chill. 

Not just for summer, advanced IceFil technology keeps you comfy and dry year-round.

#40583  $74POCKET ZIP NECK

blackpurple denimchestnut

Never-boring base (or mid-layers — you choose) in fun shades dyed to match Kerrits bottoms. Sporty, 

slimming black side panels and two handy pockets. Cozy microfleece inside against your skin; durable 

exterior deflects dirt and hay. 

XS S M L XL 1X 2X

chestnut / bisondenim / black dusk / purple rein tan / graphite

FLIP TAIL FLEECE JACKET #40584  $89

A cozy, clever way to cover your assets on the ground and in the saddle. The long tail flips up and secures with a 

magnet at center back for performance while riding. On the ground, drop the tail, boost your coverage.

XS S M L XL 1X 2X

XS S M L XL 1X 2X

1.5”

.75”

XS S M L XL
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XS S M L XL 1X 2X



taupe
blackblack

SHEARLING BOMBER JACKET

FLEX TIGHT II FULLSEAT

#40585  $119

#50155  $99

Bundle up at the barn and beyond in distressed sueded microfiber, bonded with luscious faux shearling. Keeping 

you warm and stylish from the equestrian-cut hem to the generously tall, shearling collar. 

XS S M L XL

Versatile, old favorites in fun new colors that pull the entire line together, these midweight tights fit like a second skin 

that’s perfect for layering, milder days or warmer climates. Handy pockets in just the right places for in-saddle access.

tancaper dusk black multi tweed

#30282  $24  ONE SIZE

#30284  $24  ONE SIZE

#30283  $15  ONE SIZE #30286  $24  ONE SIZE

HORSE SENSE BEANIE HORSE SENSE WOOL SOCKHORSE SENSE HEADBAND

HORSE SENSE NECKWARMER

Kerrits exclusive Horse Sense print, 

microfleece solid lining; reversible.

Soft, cozy and naturally warm and 

antimicrobial—without the bulk.

Wider at front, narrower in back for 

warmth and comfort, even under a helmet. 

Ergonomic shape layers comfortably 

and doubles as a head wrap.

dusk

dusk

dusk

bison

bison
bison

denim

denim

denim

black

blackblack

tan

dusk black

denim

TAILOR MADE TRENCH COAT #40588  $119

Brushed fleece interior is cozy next to skin, rugged softshell exterior is wind and water resistant. Longer length and 

feminine contouring flatter, split tail ensures in-saddle performance. 

XS S M L XL

graphite bisondenimpurple rein

#40587  $119STRETCH PANEL RIDING JACKET

blacknight shadow
purple rein

graphite

The perfect combination of softshell and poly-loft-filled nylon panels; add function and femininity. Engineered to regulate 

temperature and designed to flatter. Minimal bulk, maximum warmth. Perfect under Outsider Barn Jacket or on its own.

OUTSIDER BARN JACKET #40589  $159

With its bomber, barn-worthy exterior this waterproof, windproof jacket works through the seasons. Flattering 

equestrian cut with an internal drawcord to pull in waist, stowable hood, back pleat snaps open for riding. 

bison night shadowpurple rein

XS S M L XL 1X 2X

XS S M L XL 1X 2X
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XS S M L XL 1X 2X



blackblack

CARGO WINTER TIGHT KP & FS KP #50226  $119   FS#50227  $129

A new, traditional pant crafted with cozy fleece-lined, stretch-woven fabric, these midweight tights feature 

stunning contrast stitching, easy-access cargo pockets and structured tailoring.

bisonbison night shadownight shadow

SIT TIGHT N WARM POCKET KNEEPATCH & BOOTCUT

SIT TIGHT N WARM POCKET FULLSEAT #50231  $129

We’ve updated these top sellers even more perfect for cold, blustery days by adding easy-access pockets and 

stretch ankle panels for no bulk in boots. Wind and water resistant exterior, cozy brushed fleece next to skin.

graphite bison black graphite, bison, black

An updated favorite for gusty winter days, the wind and water resistant exterior deflects the elements while the 

plush fleece lining—even on the fullseat—keeps you cozy. New, easy-access pockets add performance and ankle 

panels for bulk-free boot fit.

night shadow bison black

night shadow

graphite

denim dune purpleash black

FLEECE PERFORMANCE TIGHT #50221  $79

Supremely comfy lighter-weight fleece pants for everyday wear. So snuggly, you’ll want to wear them all the time, 

so we made them in more fun colors and our iconic (and flattering) herringbone to keep things interesting. 

denimpurple rein

POWERSTRETCH® POCKET TIGHT KP & FS
KP #50222  $99    FS #50212 $109

A secure pocket tight, with the same blissful level of comfort and stretch, perfect for nippy days outside or chilly 

indoor arenas. Cozy fleece interior; dirt and horse hair-shedding matte exterior. Kneepatch or fullseat styling.

tan (KP only) black

bison

THERMINATOR WINTER RIDING PANT #50234  $119

Cutting-edge bi-component softshell fabric with classic contouring, a sophisticated pant for miserable weather, 

with Kerrit Sticks silicon grip and new zip fly. Wind and water resistant.

S M L XL

graphite black

XS S M L XL 1X 2X

XS S M L XL 1X 2X

XS S M L XL 1X 2X

XS S M L XL 1X 2X
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KP #50230 $119          BOOTCUT REG #50232 /  TALL #50233  $129   

XS S M L XL



white

tan multi
tweed

dusk / 
purple rein

black / 
denim

ash

#60524  $59KIDS ICE FIL® TIGHT

white crystal dusk

KIDS MICROCORD™  
BOOTCUT

#60500 $49KIDS PERFORMANCE TIGHT

tan

navy

silver 
animal

tan cascaderivercobalt multi 
tweed

dune crystal ht shale black

blacktan

cinder dusk ht blackblack

black/white
tan black

KIDS TOPLINE TEE #60472  $37

tan crystal dusk

KIDS ICE FIL® LONGSLEEVE

#60470  $54

KIDS HORSE SENSE HALF ZIP
#60473  $54

KIDS FLIP TAIL FLEECE JACKET
#60475  $74

KIDS COMPETITORS COAT
#60471  $109

KIDS FLEECE PERFORMANCE TIGHT #60521  $64 KIDS POWERSTRETCH®  KP #60516  $79 KIDS STNW POCKET KP #60531  $89

KIDS MICROCORD™  JOD
#60529 $79

KIDS FLEX TIGHT II FULLSEAT
#60518 $79

#60530 $69

graphite night shadow black
denim dune purple black tan denim purple 

rein
black

#60474  $59KIDS POCKET ZIP NECK

denimchestnut purple

denim dusk black

KIDS MICROCORD™

FS
#60527  $74
#60528  $89

 KP

night shadow purple rein bison black

crystal cinder black

SIZING CHARTS

ACCESSORIES

POM POM WINTER HAT #30281  $24

QUILTED SKIRT #30287  $69

tan denim dusk black

HORSE SENSE WOOL SOCK
#30286  $24

KERRITS BAG #30306  $59

STABLE KNIT WINTER GLOVE
#30285  $32

HORSE SENSE BEANIE #30282  $24

HORSE SENSE HEADBAND #30283  $15

HORSE SENSE NECKWARMER #30284  $24

dusk

dusk

dusk

bison

bison

bison

denim

denim

denim

black

black

black

purple
rein

blackdenim

black

SIZE 0-2 4-6 8-10 12-14 16 16-18 20-22

BUST 28-30 32-33 34-35 36-37 38-40 42-44 46-48

WAIST 23-24 25-27 28-29 30-31 32-33 35-37 39-41

HIP 34-35 36-37 38-39 40-41 42-43 45-47 49-51

INSEAM 30 30 31 32 33 33 33

 XS S M L XL 1X 2X

WOMEN’S SIZING CHART

SIZE 3T-4T 4-6 8-10 12-14 16 

HEIGHT 34-38 38-44 46-52 54-58 60-64

CHEST 20-22 23-24 25-27 28-30 32

WAIST 18-20 21-22 23-24 25-26 27-28

 XS S M L XL 

KIDS SIZING CHART

KIDS COLLECTION FALL / WINTER 2016
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FLEECE HEADBAND #30288  $15

tan / 
graphite

dusk / 
purple rein

chestnut / 
bison

denim / 
black

SOLD 
OUT

SOLD 
OUT

SOLD 
OUT

SOLD 
OUT



night shadowdenimgraphite bison purple rein

#30286  $24HORSE SENSE WOOL SOCK #40583  $74POCKET ZIP NECK

chestnut denim black

#50222  $99POWERSTRETCH®  KP
#50212  $109POWERSTRETCH®  FS

bisontan
(KP only)

night shadow

night shadow night 
shadow

denim graphitepurple 
rein

bison blackblack graphite, bison, blackblack

graphite purple rein black

tan silver black silver dusk black

STRETCH PANEL RIDING JACKET #40587  $119TAILOR MADE TRENCH COAT #40588  $119 OUTSIDER BARN JACKET #40589  $159

MOBILITY BREECH
#50167  $109

white

GRIPTEK™ BREECH
#50161  $119

tan black

STNW  POCKET KNEEPATCH #50230  $119

#50231  $129

#50232/50233  $129

CARGO WINTER KNEEPATCH #50226  $119

#50227  $129

purple rein

denimtan blackdusk

MICROCORD™  BOOTCUT

MICROCORD™  
#50170  $89

#50174/5  $109#50172/3  $99

#50171  $109FS

KP

KP

FS

CARGO WINTER FULLSEAT
STNW  POCKET FULLSEAT

STNW  POCKET BOOTCUT

purple

COMPETITORS COAT #40310  $129

cinder/
white

black/
white

navy black

white tan cinder navy black

CROSS OVER  KP #50147  $99
CROSS OVER  FS #50148  $119

ash

#40581  $39TOPLINE TEE #40332  $59 ICE FIL® LONGSLEEVE

#50163  $89ICE FIL® TIGHT
#50164/50165  $99ICE FIL® BOOTCUT

#40582  $69HORSE SENSE HALF ZIP

white whitetan crystalcrystal duskdusk black

tan

denim

silver 
animal

dune graphitepurple bisonblack black

tancobalt riverdune multi-
tweed

shalecrystal htcinder dusk ht shale, river, blackblack

WOMEN’S COLLECTION

FLOW RISE PERFORMANCE TIGHT #50200 $69

FLEECE PERFORMANCE TIGHT #50221  $79 THERMINATOR WINTER RIDING PANT
#50234  $119

#40585   $119
SHEARLING BOMBER JACKET

blacktaupe

duskbison blackdenim

chestnut

#40586 $89HORSE PLAY QUILTED VEST

denim blackpurple

#40584  $89FLIP TAIL FLEECE JACKET

tan / 
graphite

dusk / 
purple rein

chestnut / 
bison

denim / 
black

tan dusk caper black multi 
tweed

FLEX TIGHT II FULLSEAT #50155  $99

FALL / WINTER 2016

bison
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SOLD 
OUT

SOLD 
OUT

SOLD 
OUT

SOLD 
OUT

SOLD 
OUT

SOLD 
OUT



NOTES




